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From Awe to Shrugs

Imagining the Airplane

Airplanes were a triumph of engineering, but in the early years of commercial flight they also demanded an imaginative leap on the part of anyone contemplating a trip, as Clara Lanahan explains in *The Psychology of Flying*. “Flying through the air, with nothing but a few inches of metal below, was nearly impossible to comprehend,” Lanahan writes.¹ Airplane travel required humans to accept that they belonged not only on the ground, but in the air. The idea of flying thus evoked feelings of wonder and awe, as well as luxury, which airlines capitalized on in their advertisements. Put more space before a subhead (two blank lines) than after (one blank line, or double line spacing).

An alternative to subheads: Between sections, use three spaced asterisks (*** centered on their own line, with one blank line above and below.

Flying as Unnatural

Other scholars have taken up the idea that flight is so unnatural to humans that we must think in profoundly new ways before we adapt to the technology. For instance on his piloting blog *Way Up There*, Jackson T. Afertapian writes that “the human mind cannot fully reconcile itself to the thought that we could really be flying through the air, far above the ground, at 600 mph, in an aluminum tube.”² And Anderson Luftswaag argued in *The Advent of Air: Cultural Considerations of Flight* that in spite of its solid grounding in aerodynamic theory, flight was “so uncommon up to that time that the concept seemed to belong to the realm of the metaphysical or
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